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1. Introduction

2. Data and Reconstruction
2.1 The 3-year Dataset
The analyses described here use the same dataset: from June 1, 2010, until May 2, 2013,
with a total livetime of 977.6 days. The first year of this data was taken in IceCube’s IT73-IC79
configuration. For the second and third years, IceCube was running in its complete configuration of
81 stations and 86 strings. In order to analyze the three years together and compare to Monte Carlo
simulations of the IT73-IC79 configuration, the IT81-IC86 data was “retriggered” to the slightly
smaller IT73-IC79 configuration.
2.2 Reconstructions
Data from IceTop tanks are put through a reconstruction procedure which has been described
in detail in [2]. For each event, the best-fit shower core position (xc , yc , zc ) and direction (θ , φ )
is found, as well as two parameters describing the shape of the lateral distribution function (LDF)
of deposited charge (S125 , β ). S125 is the signal strength measured in vertical equivalent muons
(VEM) at a reference distance of 125 meters, which is the average distance between stations. This
shower size parameter is a proxy for primary energy with only minor composition sensitivity, as
shown in Figure 1(left). β is related to the slope of the LDF.
Signals in the surface detectors are attenuated by snow, which accumulates unevenly over the
array over time. The reconstruction accounts for snow attenuation through a simple exponential
reduction applied to the expected charge, which depends only on the slant depth of snow overburden
for the tank, and an “effective attenuation length” λ . As the snow load increases from year to year,
the total signals in IceTop become on average more muonic, and λ (which describes the effective
attenuation of the total signal) is expected to change. So, each of the three years was optimized
separately to find the λ which best creates agreement in the S125 spectrum across different regions
2
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The IceCube Observatory consists of both a surface component and a deeply-buried component. The “in-ice” neutrino telescope (described in detail in [1]) consists of 5160 Digital Optical
Modules (DOMs) arranged on 86 strings at 1450-2450m depths in 1 km3 volume of Antarctic ice.
The surface array “IceTop” (described in detail in [2]) consists of 162 ice Cherenkov tanks containing two DOMs arranged as 81 stations, covering an area of 1 km2 . This work will focus on two
analyses: an IceTop-alone analysis to measure the all-particle cosmic ray energy spectrum, and an
IceTop-IceCube coincidence analysis which can measure both the spectrum and composition.
In [3], one year of data from the 73-station IceTop detector (IT73) alone was analyzed using
shower size as a proxy for primary energy, and measured a spectrum from a few PeV to 1 EeV. With
coincidence events, surface observables from IceTop can be combined with muon bundle energy
loss observables from the in-ice detector. In [4], one month of 40-station/40-string coincidence
data was used to measure a spectrum and average log mass hlog Ai from 1 to 30 PeV; an improved
analysis was performed in [5, 6] using one year of 73-station/79-string (IT73-IC79) data, achieving
better resolution and reaching to 1 EeV. In this work, both analyses are extended to 3 years of data.
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Figure 1: Left: S125 as a function of primary energy, which has minimal sensitivity to composition. Right:
dEµ /dX at 1500 m as a function of primary energy, which is highly composition-sensitive.

The number of high-energy stochastics is also composition-sensitive. Iron bundles have more
stochastics because the bundles contain more muons, despite that the energy losses from proton
bundles can be more extreme. Two methods of selecting a number of high-energy stochastics
from an energy loss profile are used in this work: a standard selection and a strong selection
requiring higher stochastic energy loss. The standard stochastics count is composition sensitive at
low energies. Above 100 PeV where the standard selection loses sensitivity, the strong selection
becomes sensitive.
Changes in atmospheric temperature from summer to winter produce a measured variation
in log10 (dEµ /dX). The magnitude of the variation is 10-15% of the difference between protons
and iron in Figure 1(right). Simulations represent one atmosphere (from July, 1997), and all other
months of data are corrected with respect to July, using a measured relationship between the temperature profile of the entire atmosphere, the muon production depth profile, and the measured
variation of log10 (dEµ /dX). Applying this correction reduces the variation to ±3% of the difference between protons and iron. For more details, see [15].
2.3 Quality Cuts
The IceTop quality cuts for the IceTop-alone and Coincidence analyses were unified, based
3
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in the array with different snow coverages. These best values of λ are: 2.1 meters for 2010/11,
2.25 meters for 2011/12, and 2.25 meters for 2012/13.
In the coincidence analysis, the energy loss pattern of the high-energy muon bundles in the
IceCube strings is reconstructed using a technique discussed in detail in [7]. For each event, a
detector response matrix is obtained from tables derived from simulations and parametrized using
spline-fits. Inverting the detector response matrix allows the energy loss profile as a function of
slant depth to be determined from the pattern of hits.
The energy loss profile is then fit, to extract a) the average energy loss behavior and b) the size
and quantity of deviations from that average behavior due to stochastic losses (the “stochastics”).
The energy loss dEµ /dX at a fixed slant depth of X=1500 m, which corresponds roughly to the top
of the IceCube detector, is a highly composition sensitive observable, as shown in Figure 1(right).
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3. Simulation
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The simulations used in this work are
the same as is described in [3]: four primary types (protons, helium, oxygen, and
iron) simulated between log10 (E/GeV) =
Figure 2: Core position resolution (upper) and angu5.0 and 8.0, as well as thinned simulations
lar resolution (lower) of the reconstructed air shower
stretching up to log10 (E/GeV) of 9.5. The
after quality cuts, as a function of primary energy. Debaseline simulations use CORSIKA-6990,
fined as containing 68% of the events.
SIBYLL 2.1, and FLUKA. Other high energy hadronic interaction models are used for
systematics studies. The IceTop tank simulation is performed by a detailed Geant4 [12] model, and
the triggers and readout electronics are also simulated.
Additionally, for the Coincidence analysis, the high-energy muons in these events are propagated to the in-ice detector [13]. The propagation of Cherenkov photons through the South Pole
ice from the muons to the DOM’s is done using retrieval from tables (“photonics [14]”) according
to emission angles and distances, followed by simulation of the readout electronics and detector
trigger.
In the IceTop simulations used by both analyses, the observation level in CORSIKA was
found to be mistakenly set below the height of the snow over the tanks in 13 stations in the northeast
corner of the array. As a result, the reconstruction algorithm assumed greater snow attenuation
than was actually simulated, and showers landing in the northeast corner were reconstructed with
an overestimated S125 . After reconstructing all events with this issue corrected, new S125 -primary
energy relationships were derived from Monte Carlo and the scale of the energy spectrum is slightly
different from [3].
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4. Analysis: IceTop-alone and Coincidence
In [3], a function relating log10 (S125 )to log10 (E/GeV) was derived using Monte Carlo simu4
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on the cuts described in [3] and [5, 6], requiring 5 hit stations, a converged reconstruction, and a
slope parameter β between 1.4 and 9.5. To remove uncontained events, the “loudest” station must
not be on the edge, and must have a charge of at least 6 VEM. Because the coincidence analysis
is very sensitive to contamination from uncontained events and other rare outliers, some additional
quality cuts are applied on the surface events. Additionally for coincidences, the track position
and direction (determined by IceTop), is required to pass within 0.96 of the volume of the in-ice
detector perimeter, and several additional cuts ensure the quality of the energy loss fit. In both
analyses, the reconstructed core position is required to be contained within IceTop.
After reconstruction and cuts, the event
set has a core position resolution of 6-20 meters, and a track direction resolution of 0.31.0 degrees, as a function of energy as shown
in Figure 2.
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lations divided into many small bins of log10 (S125 ), in four ranges of zenith angles and for several
different composition assumptions including the "H4a" model1 [8], which is repeated here.
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Figure 3: Energy reconstruction bias (top) and resolution (bottom) as a function of the reconstructed energy.
For the IceTop-alone analysis (left), an H4a composition mixture is assumed, and four zenith angle bins are
shown. For the Coincidence analysis (right), four nuclear types are shown.

In [5, 6], a neural network (NN) was used to estimate primary energy and primary mass using
five variables: the shower size in IceTop S125 , the zenith angle cos(θ ), the muon energy loss in
the ice dEµ /dX at X=1500m, and the number of high-energy stochastics under two selections
(standard and strong). In this work, the neural network has been re-optimized and retrained after
fixing the observation level problem in the Monte Carlo simulations. The chosen architecture maps
the five inputs onto energy and mass using two hidden layers with respectively seven and four
neurons (a 5-7-4-2 network). As before, half of the sample is used for the training (25%) and for
testing (another 25%) the network. The other half (the verification sample) is used for comparing
to data in the final stage of the analysis.
The energy dependence for the NN energy bias and NN energy resolution of both proton and
iron showers is shown on Figure 4(right). Heavier primaries have a better energy resolution because
of their lower intrinsic shower fluctuations. The worsening energy resolution beyond 100 PeV is
believed to be caused by the worsening angular resolution which creates an extra smearing in S125 .
The neural network also reconstructs a natural logarithm of mass hlog Ai for each event. Within
each bin of reconstructed energy, histograms of this reconstructed hlog Ai (“template histograms”)
are constructed for each of the four simulated elemental types, as well as for experimental data.
The four types exhibit four distinct shapes in each of the energy bins over the whole energy range.
The histogram of NN mass outputs for data events is compared to the set of four template histograms, and the fractions of each which combine to form the data histogram is fitted using a
binned likelihood fit that also accounts for Poisson fluctuations in MC [16].
1 Since

neither silicon nor magnesium were simulated, oxygen simulation was weighted by the sum of CNO and
MgSi model components.
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The energy resolution and bias of this technique (after the update) is shown in Figure 4(left).
Correcting the observation level problem described above results in an improvement in resolution
with respect to [3].
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5. Systematic Uncertainties

6. Results and Discussion
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Figure 4 shows the result of the IceTop-alone 3-year analysis, for the 3 years separately on
the left, and all combined on the right. This final energy spectrum is compared to the previouslypublished one-year result [3]. A small shift of the spectrum is visible, which is expected after
proper treatment of the observation level issue, as discussed in Section 3. Figure 5 shows a similar
set of results for the Coincidence analysis, which agrees with the IceTop-alone analysis within the
systematic errors.
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Figure 4: All-particle energy spectrum from the IceTop-alone analysis. Left: the three individual years,
and Right: the combined three-year result compared to the previously published one-year result. The grey
bands are the systematic errors from the previously published result [3], but applied to the new data points.
Increased snow accumulation in the 3-year analysis causes the higher energy threshold with respect to [3].

The features in the energy spectrum seen in [3] are robust: a hardening of the spectrum at
around 20 PeV, and a softening again past 100 PeV. These features are present in both the IceTop6
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Both analyses share sources of systematic errors in IceTop. To estimate the effect of the
hadronic interaction model, a set was generated using QGSJET-II-03. Because S125 is most closely
related to primary energy, this IceTop measurement is the dominant source of systematic uncertainty for the spectrum in both analyses. The calibration of the IceTop tanks contains an uncertainty
of 3% on the absolute scale of S125 . A 0.2 m uncertainty on the snow attenuation length λ affects
the S125 scale by approximately 3%, which translates to 4-7% uncertainty in flux.
In the IceTop-alone analysis, a composition model must be assumed, and there is a systematic uncertainty associated with this choice. Investigated in [3], this contribution to the overall
systematic errors is isolated in Figure 5.
The dominant systematic on the composition determination is due to uncertainties related to
the number of detected photons (the "light yield") in the in-ice detector. The total light yield
uncertainty is +9.6%/-12.6% and has contributions from the DOM efficiency uncertainty (3%),
hole ice uncertainty (3-5%) and uncertainties related to scattering and absorption properties of the
ice (3-11%).
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alone and Coincidence analyses, and in all three years of data. The energy spectra of the three
individual years agree well with each other within their systematic errors. The energy spectra
of the two analyses agree within 2%, which is within the estimated systematic error due to the
IceTop-alone analysis’s assumption of a composition model.
The elemental energy spectra, deduced
from multiplying the total energy spectrum
with the reconstructed fractions from the
template fitting of the NN mass output, are
shown in both panels of Figure 6. We compare the result to alternate results from different systematics shown in grey, in particular: light yield factors (left), and QGSJET-II03 (right), as discussed in Section 5. When
broken down by the three individual years of
data, both the general features and many of
the small-scale fluctuations of these spectra
Figure 5: All-particle energy spectrum from the Coinare similar. Despite the large systematic uncidence analysis, compared to the IceTop-alone result.
The grey bound shows the uncertainty due to the uncertainties, clear differences in behavior beknown composition on the energy spectrum measured
tween the four elemental groups are visible:
by IceTop-alone.
protons and helium turning down steeply at
lower energies, and oxygen and iron maintaining a harder spectrum up to higher energies.
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logarithm of their atomic mass hlog Ai. Systematic uncertainties are represented by alternate
hlog Ai curves on this plot. The average composition increases from the lowest energies up to
∼100 PeV, where the slope of the trend changes. Approaching 1 EeV, there are hints that the average mass is getting lighter again, but in this region the error bars are large and the interpretation
ambiguous. Although systematics dominate the absolute scale of the composition measurement,
the general trends seen in Figures 6 and 7 are present in the systematics datasets.
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Figure 7: Mean log mass for the three years combined, using baseline simulations (black stars), and systematic uncertainties from alternate simulations represented by other symbols.
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Figure 6: Individual spectra for the four nuclear types (protons, helium, oxygen, and iron), compared with
two different sources of systematic uncertainty: the in-ice light yield (dark grey= -12.5%, light grey= +9.6%)
on the left, and QGSJET-II-03 (light grey) as alternate hadronic interaction model on the right. The baseline
result (in color) is the same on the left and right.

